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ABSTRACT
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In this thesis, we study the performance of Discrete Memoryless Channels (DMCs)

arising in the context of cooperative underwater wireless sensor networks. We introduce a

partial ordering for the binary-input ternary output (2,3) DMC. In the particular case of the

Binary Symmetric Channel with Symmetric Erasure (BSC/SE), we use majorization theory,

channel convexity and directional derivative in order to obtain a partial solution to the open

problem of partial ordering of the DMCs. In addition, we analyze the stochastic resonance

(SR) phenomenon impact upon the performance limits of a distributed underwater wireless

sensor networks operating with limited transmitted power and computational capabilities. We

focus on the threshold communication systems where, due to the underwater environment,

non-coherent communication techniques are affected both by noise and threshold level. The

binary-input ternary-output channel is used as a theoretical model for the DMC. We derived

the capacity of the threshold (2,3) DMC in the presence of additive noise. In order to evaluate

stochastic resonance, we model the theoretical (2,3) DMC as a physical communication

channel corrupted by additive noise with different probability distributions. The (2,3) DMC

becomes the BSC/SE when the probability density function of the additive noise is an even

function such as Gaussian, Laplace, and Cauchy distribution. Due to the complexity and the

non-linearity of the channel capacity analytical expression, the Pinsker and Helgert capacity

bounds are also used to evaluate the stochastic resonance in the case of the (2,3) DMC. Our

contribution consists in improving the state of the art on the issue of partial ordering for the

(2,3) DMC and deriving the optimal noise level required to obtain the maximum capacity for

a given threshold decision level in the case of the binary-input ternary-output DMC.
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Summary 

 

In this thesis, we study the performance of Discrete Memoryless Channels (DMCs) 

arising in the context of cooperative underwater wireless sensor networks. We introduce a 

partial ordering for the binary-input ternary output (2,3) DMC. In the particular case of the 

Binary Symmetric Channel with Symmetric Erasure (BSC/SE), we use majorization theory, 

channel convexity and directional derivative in order to obtain a partial solution to the open 

problem of partial ordering of the DMCs. In addition, we analyze the stochastic resonance 

(SR) phenomenon impact upon the performance limits of a distributed underwater wireless 

sensor networks operating with limited transmitted power and computational capabilities. We 

focus on the threshold communication systems where, due to the underwater environment, 

non-coherent communication techniques are affected both by noise and threshold level. The 

binary-input ternary-output channel is used as a theoretical model for the DMC. We derived 

the capacity of the threshold (2,3) DMC in the presence of additive noise. In order to evaluate 

stochastic resonance, we model the theoretical (2,3) DMC as a physical communication 

channel corrupted by additive noise with different probability distributions. The (2,3) DMC 

becomes the BSC/SE when the probability density function of the additive noise is an even 

function such as Gaussian, Laplace, and Cauchy distribution. Due to the complexity and the 

non-linearity of the channel capacity analytical expression, the Pinsker and Helgert capacity 

bounds are also used to evaluate the stochastic resonance in the case of the (2,3) DMC. Our 

contribution consists in improving the state of the art on the issue of partial ordering for the 

(2,3) DMC and deriving the optimal noise level required to obtain the maximum capacity for 

a given threshold decision level in the case of the binary-input ternary-output DMC.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 

In this thesis, we discuss the partial ordering and Stochastic Resonance (SR) effect for the 

binary-input ternary-output (2,3) Discrete Memoryless Channels (DMC). We focus on the 

Binary Symmetric Channel with Symmetric Erasure (BSC/SE) which is a particular case of the 

general (2,3) DMC. We establish the relations between the general (2,3) DMC, the Binary 

Asymmetry Channel with Symmetric Erasure (BAC/SE), the BSC/SE, the Binary Symmetric 

Channel (BSC) and the Binary Erasure channel (BEC). For the particular case of the BSC/SE, 

we provide a partial ordering under specific channel noise component constraints using 

majorization theory, channel convexity and directional derivatives.  

In order to study SR, we model the (2,3) DMC by a physical communication channel. In 

presence of Laplace, Cauchy and Gaussian noise, the SR phenomenon is observed over a certain 

range of threshold values. We focus on the additive Gaussian noise in which case we determine 

the interval under which we observe SR. In addition, the Pinsker lower and Helgert upper 

capacity bounds are used to study SR. The main contributions of this thesis consist in deriving 

the optimal noise power level required to obtain the maximum capacity for a given threshold 

decision level and introducing partial ordering for the particular case of the BSC/SE. 

 

1.1 Thesis Structure 

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows: 

Chapter 2 provides the background concepts and the literature reviews, which will be 

used throughout the thesis.  

Chapter 3 reviews and derives the mutual information and the capacity of the (2,3) 

DMC. It also shows the relations between general (2,3) DMC, the binary asymmetric 

channel with symmetric erasure (BAC/SE), the binary symmetric channel with 

symmetric erasure (BSC/SE), the binary erasure channel (BER) and the binary 

symmetric channel (BSC).  

Chapter 4 introduces the partial ordering for the BSC/SE. The partial ordering is based 

on majorization theory and channel convexity.  
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Chapter 5 analyzes the effects of SR and the physical model of the (2,3) DMC in 

presence of Gaussian, Laplace and Cauchy noise. In addition, the optimal noise level 

and the optimal threshold level in order to obtain the maximum capacity is derived. 

Chapter 6 engages a discussion about the results and future work. 

1.2 Thesis Significance and Contributions 

This research contributes to Dr. Cotae’s research titled “Information - Driven Doppler Shift 

Estimation and Compensation Methods for Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks”, which is to 

analyze and develop noncoherent communication methods at the physical layer for target 

tracking and use the information theory tools to predict the next target position by processing the 

data information collected from a collaborative wireless distributed sensor network [14]. It 

improves the understanding of the information theory aspects of the physical communication 

model in the case of (2,3) DMCs. In addition, it contributes to the improvement of the 

performance limits of distributed underwater wireless sensor networks operating with limited 

transmitted power and computational environment. The results of this work will contribute to the 

effort of overcoming the effect of noise in underwater sensors and signal processing. 

Precisely, in Chapter 3, we derive the mutual information and the channel capacity of the 

(2,3) DMC. In Sections 3.1-3.4, the relations between (2,3) DMC, BAC/SE, BSC, and BEC are 

established. In Chapter 4, Section 4.2, we introduce a partial ordering for the BSC/SE. Three new 

theorems (Theorems 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3), based on channel convexity and majorization theory, 

are given and are used to provide a partial ordering for the BSC/SE. In Chapter 5, we evaluate 

the stochastic resonance phenomenon in the BSC/SE in presence of the additive Gaussian, 

Laplace, and Cauchy noise. In Section 5.2, we use the Pinsker lower and Helgert upper capacity 

bounds [13] to evaluate the stochastic resonance phenomenon for the general case of the (2,3) 

DMC. In section 5.3, the optimal values for the threshold and noise levels resulting in maximum 

channel capacity are derived. 
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Chapter 2 Background  

 

In this chapter, we provide a background review on concepts used throughout the thesis. 

Mutual information, entropy and channel capacity are reviewed. In addition, we review the 

current state of the art in partial ordering and stochastic resonance phenomenon of DMC. 

 

2.1 Communication Channel 

A communication channel, in the Shannon sense [1] is a theoretical model of the physical 

transmission medium, as shown in Figure 1, which can be used to model a wired or a wireless 

channel. In this model, the output depends probabilistically on the input. In general, the 

information associated with a communication channel is characterized by a mutual information 

function, a joint entropy, a conditional entropy and a channel capacity, defined below. 

 

 

 

 

2.1.1 Entropy, Conditional entropy and Joint entropy 

The entropy, ,, is a measure of uncertainty in a random variable [2]. Mathematically, the 

entropy is defined as  

 ,(!) = −∑ �(�)567�(�(�))8∈:                                              (1) 

 

where ! and �(�) represent a random variable and its probability mass function, respectively. 

Similar to the entropy, the conditional entropy and joint entropy represent the entropy of a 

conditional distribution and a joint distribution, respectively. For two random variables ! and	", 

the conditional entropy is defined as 

 ,("|!) = −∑ �(�, <)567�(�(<|�))8,=                                   (2) 

 

and the joint entropy is given by  ,(!, ") = −∑ �(�, <)567�(�(�, <))8,=                                  (3) 

Transmitter  Channel Receiver  

Figure 1. Communication Channel Model 
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where �(�, <� and	��<|�� represent the joint and conditional probability mass function of the 

random variable ! and	", respectively. 

 

2.1.2 Mutual information and channel capacity 

The mutual information, -, is a measure of the amount of information one random variable 

contains about another. It also represents the reduction in uncertainty in a random variable due to 

another random variable [2]. For two random variables ! and	", it is defined by  

 

                               -�!; "� � ,�!� � ,�"|!�                                                    (4) 

 

From Figure 2, we can easily derive the relations between mutual information, conditional 

entropy and joint entropy as follow  

 ,�!, "� � ,�", !� � ,�!� ? ,�"|!� � ,�!|"� ? -�!; "� ? ,�"|!�         (5) 

 

                                                  

Figure 2. Relation between entropy and mutual information 

 

The channel capacity is defined by Shannon [1] as the maximum rate at which one transmits 

information over the channel and recovers the information at the output with a vanishingly low 

probability of error. In order to calculate the channel capacity, we maximize the mutual 

information -�!, "� over the input distribution	����, � ∈ !, therefore the capacity can be written 

as   � maxB�C� I �!; "�   bits per symbol                                               (6) 

 

H(X|Y) H(Y|X)

H(X) 

I(X;Y) 

H(Y) 

H(X, Y) 
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where ! and " represent the input and output random variable. 

Depending on the type of the message transmitted, a communication channel is classified as 

a continuous or discrete channel. A continuous channel has its transmitted message modeled as 

continuous signals. The most notorious continuous channel is the Gaussian channel, illustrated in 

Figure 3, where the output "/  at a discrete time 1 is the sum of the discrete input !/  and the 

continuous noise	E/ . The sample noise		E/  is drawn independent identically distributed (i.i.d) 

from a Gaussian distribution with variance	�� and zero mean, F�0, ��� [2]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The capacity   of the Gaussian channel with power signal constraint G and noise variance �� 

is given by  

 

                             � �� 567�	�1 ? HIJ�   bits per transmission                    (7) 

 

Similarly for a Gaussian bandlimited channel we have  

 

                                    � K567�	�1 ? HIJL�   bits per transmission                     (8) 

 

where K represents the bandwidth of the channel.  

Conversely, a channel is said to be discrete if its transmitted message is modeled as a digital 

signal as it is depicted in Figure 4. 

In this thesis, we focus on the DMC. A discrete channel is said to be memoryless if the 

constant stationary probability distribution of the output depends only on the input at that time 

and is conditionally independent of previous channel inputs or outputs [2]. In general, a DMC is 

!/  
 "/  

 

E/~F�0, ��� 
+ 

Figure 3. Gaussian Channel 
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represented by a �N, �) channel transition probability matrix		3 = O��� ⋯ �Q�⋮ ⋱ ⋮��T ⋯ �QTU , where 

each entry �0/ = �V<0W�/X represents the conditional probability relation between the output <0 
and the input	�/. 3 is a stochastic matrix. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to study the impact of noise on the channel capacity, we often represent the DMC as 

a physical communication model as depicted in Figure 5, in which the output is the sum of the 

additive noise added to the input during the transmission through the channel. The physical 

communication channel contains a threshold decision block Y(�) used to convert the channel 

output signal �/ + �	into a discrete output	<0. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In [22], an underwater acoustic sensor network with sensors nodes grouped in clusters was 

proposed. The link between each sensor and the mobile access point is modeled by a DMC. The 

binary-input binary-output (2, 2) and binary-input ternary-output (2,3) DMCs are of great interest 

for various digital communications channels, including acoustic underwater communications [3]. 

 

��� 

��T �QT 

�� 

<� 

<� " ! 

�� 

�T <Q 

Figure 4. (m, n) DMC representation 

! �
Z[\
[]����..�T

 
" �

Z[\
[]<�<�..<Q

 

�							 
+ 

Y��� 

Figure 5. Physical communication channel  
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2.1.3  Example of DMC; binary –input binary-output (2, 2) DMC  

The (2, 2) DMC is shown in Figure 6. It is characterized by the input random variable ! and 

the output random " taking values ���, ��) and (<�, <�), respectively. Its transition probability 

matrix is defined by 

 

 3(�, �) = ^� 1 − �� 1 − �_ = ^� �� �_                                                   (9) 

 

where	�, � are the conditional probability relationships between the input and the output	(� =�(" = <�|! = ��), � = �(" = <�|! = ��)).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

The maximum achievable rate or capacity of the channel  	over different distributions of ! 

is given by  = maxB(C) I (!; ") = maxB(C`) I (!; ")                                         (10) 

 

where �(�) = �(��) = 1 − �(��)  is the probability of sending the symbol �� , �(��)  is the 

probability of sending the symbol ��, and -(!, ") is the mutual information between the random 

variable input	! and output	". 

In [23], Silverman has shown that the capacity	 : -� → [0,1], where -� =[0,1] × [0,1], as a 

function of � and � is given by  

 

                 (�, �) = 	 567� f2ghi(j)kjhi(g)gkj +	2ji(g)kgi(j)gkj l                                        (11) 

 

where  (�, �) = 0 if � = � and ℎ(�) represents the binary entropy function given by 

 

Figure 6:( 2, 2) DMC representation 

� 

1 � � <� 

<� 

�� 

�� 1 � � 

� 
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ℎ��� � n��567���� � �1 � ��567��1 � ��, 0 < � < 10,																																																														� = 0,1  

 

and 	�h = 1 − �. 

The capacity of the (2,2) DMC as a function of � and � is illustrated in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. (2, 2) DMC capacity as a function of p and q 

 

2.2 Partial ordering and DMCs  

The partial ordering of DMC consists of comparing DMC capacity based on the noise 

components without the computation of the analytical relation of the channel capacity, which in 

general, is very complex and non-linear. The ordering is critical, especially for wireless sensor 

communication links at the physical layer operating in very noisy environments with limited 

computational and power capability [7]. It was first mentioned by Shannon in [24] and later 

results were developed in [6], [7] and [25] for the (2, 2) DMC. 

In [6], the monotonicity principle for convex functions is used to geometrically compare 

binary DMC capacity. In Figure 8, the set of binary DMCs is represented in the Cartesian plane, 

where each point representing a channel is located by its coordinate pair	��, �). Keep in mind 
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that ��, �) represents the conditional probability relation between the input and output of the 

channel. The set of positive channels is then defined as the set of all channels such that	� − � =det(�) ≥ 0. In [6], it is demonstrated that the (2,2) channel capacity decreases along any line 

that ends on a zero channel capacity. In order to illustrate the ordering, it is introduced the 

relation 	≤ on the set of positive channels. For two positive binary channels	�(�, �)	and	
(v, �), 
if	� ≤ 
 then  (�) ≥  (
),	in other terms, the capacity of channel � is greater than the capacity 

of channel 	
 . Geometrically, as depicted in Figure 8, we have � ≤ 
  if and only if 
  is 

contained in the triangle with vertices {(0,0), (�, �), (1,1)} . Analytically � ≤ 
  iff (� = 
) 
or	(� − � ≥ v − �)	and (1 − v)(� − �) ≥ (1 − �)(v − �). 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

In [7], majorization theory is used to partially order binary DMC under the trace matrix 

constraint. Cotae and Moskowitz [7] demonstrated that the binary DMC is Schur convex [26] on 

the region yz represented by the triangle ABD and Schur concave on the region y{ represented 

by the triangle OAB, as shown in Figure 8. Using these results, they proved that for two binary 

DMCs, (��, 1 − ��) = |�� 1 − ���� 1 − ��}and (��, 1 − ��) = |�� 1 − ���� 1 − ��}  with the same matrix 

trace 	 , if (��, 1 − ��)  and 	(��, 1 − ��) ∈ yz 	 , and (��, 1 − ��)  is majorized by (��, 1 − ��) , 

then 	 (��, 1 − ��) <  (��, 1 − ��) . On the other hand, if (��, ��), (��, ��) ∈ y{ , 

then	 (��, 1 − ��) >  (��, 1 − ��). 

Figure 8. Geometric representation of � ≤ � 

#�1,1) 
�0,1) 

�(1,0) �(0,0) 
� ≤ 
 

�(�, �)
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The monotonicity principle and the majorization theory proposed in [6] and [7], respectively, 

represent an approach and a step forward in solving the open problem of partial ordering. 

 In this thesis, using the majorization theory, channel convexity and directional derivatives, 

we extend the results obtained in [6], [7] and [8] for the case of the (2,3) DMC. 

 

2.3 Stochastic Resonance 

In general, the SR phenomenon is a non-linear effect wherein a communication system can 

enhance the transmission of the information in the presence of the additive noise [4]. Various 

performance metrics in the presence of SR such as signal to noise ratio, mutual information, and 

channel capacity improvement, under a certain range of power noise levels, were discussed in 

[5]. In Figure 9, the channel capacity is plotted as a function of the noise power level [9]. It is 

observed that the channel capacity increases, as the noise level increases, until the channel 

capacity reaches a resonance peak. This increase of the channel capacity is not in concordance 

with the intuition that increasing the noise power level will decrease the channel capacity. 

 

 

Figure 9. SR effect on channel capacity 

 

In [9] and [10], the SR effect is observed on the binary-input binary-output (2,2) DMC 

capacity, where maximum channel capacity occurs at an optimal power (variance) of the additive 

Gaussian noise (AGN) in relation to a given threshold level �, as depicted in Figure 10. In [21], 
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the Pinsker and Helgert bounds, established in [12], [13], are used to derive the optimal noise 

power, for a given threshold, that maximize the capacity of the (2,2) DMC.  

In this thesis, following Chapeau-Blondeau’s work in [5], we analyze the physical 

communication model of the (2,3) DMC for threshold based SR due to additive noise. Due to the 

general non-linearity of the DMC capacity, we will use the Pinsker and Helgert capacity bounds 

to study the capacity behavior of a (2,3) DMC.  

 

                 

Figure 10. (2, 2) DMC Capacity for different values of � � w�, �. �, �. �, �, �. �, �. �, �. �, �. ��} 
 

In this chapter, mutual information, entropy and channel capacity are reviewed. These 

concepts will be used throughout the remaining of the thesis. In addition, we assessed the current 

state of the art in partial ordering and stochastic resonance phenomenon of DMC.  
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Chapter 3 (2,3) DMC Mutual Information and Channel Capacity 
 

In this chapter, we focus on the general (2,3) DMC and its particular cases. In Section 3.1, we 

derive the mutual information and capacity of the general (2,3) DMC. In Sections 3.2-3.5, we 

establish the relations between the general (2,3) DMC, the BAC/SE, the BSC/SE, the BSC, and 

the BEC. 

 

3.1  The general (2,3) DMC 

The (2,3) DMC w3: ! → "} is characterized by a binary input random variable ! � w1, −1}, 
a ternary output random variable " = {1,0, −1}, and a (2 × 3) channel transition probability 

matrix 3  defined by 3 = ���� ��� ������ ��� ���� . The entries of this matrix are the 	�/0  which 

represent the conditional probability between each output and input values as represented in 

Figure 11. 

 

    

       

                       

 

 

Figure 11. Binary-input ternary output (2,3) DMC 

 

The probability matrix for the (2,3) DMC channel is given by 

 3 �
| ��� � 	G�" � 1|! = 1) 	��� = G(" = 0|! = 1) ��� = G(" = −1|! = 1)				��� = G(" = 1|! = −1) 				��� = G(" = 0|! = −1) 		��� = G(" = −1|! = −1)}. 

 

Since 3  is a stochastic matrix, we have ��� = 1 − ��� − ���  and 	��� = 1 − ��� − ��� . By 

defining 

1 

1 

��� 

��� 

��� 

��� 

���
���

-1 

1 

0 

-1 

X Y 

1 
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 G�! � 1� � ���/�, 1 = 1,2, 

and G(" = 2) = �(<0) ,2 = 1,2,3, 

 

and using (1), (2), and (3) we can rewrite the mutual information as follows  

 

-(!, ") = ∑ �(�/, <0) 567� �(8�,=�)�(8�).�(=�)/,0          (12) 

 

Since �(�/). �(<0|�/) = �(�/ , <0) and �V<0X = ∑ �(<0|��)���� �(��) we finally have 

 

-(!, ") = 	∑ ∑ �(�/)�0���/�� �V<0|�/X567�	 �V=�|8�X∑ �(8�).�V=�|8�XJ��`    (13) 

 

In order to calculate the capacity of the (2,3) DMC channel, we want to maximize the mutual 

information		-(!, "). Based on (13), we observed that -(!, ") is a function of �(��)		and �(��) 
since the conditional transition probability �V<0|�/X = 	�0/  is fixed there, 	-(!, ") ='(�(��), �(��)) . Therefore, in order to calculate the capacity of this channel, we need to 

maximize  -(!, ") over all distributions of the form	(�(��), �(��)). Since	�(��) + �(��) = 1, 

maximization can only be made over the variable	�, where � = �(��) = 1 − �(��). Therefore, 

the channel capacity can be written as   = max8 	-(!, ").                                                     (14) 

Substituting (13) in (14) we obtain  

 = max8 	∑ ∑ �(�/)�0���/�� �V<0|�/X567� �(=�|8�)∑ �(8�)�(=�|8�)J��` .             (15) 

 

While the general solution for (15) is not known, in [15], a closed form solution is proposed for 

the capacity of BAC/SE.  

 

3.2 Binary Asymmetric Channel with Symmetric Erasure (BAC/SE) 

The BAC/SE is a particular case of the (2,3) DMC with the following constraints:	��� = ���	  
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and 	��� > ���. Its transition probability matrix is given by  

 

3 = ���� ��� ������ ��� ����                                                   (16) 

 

In [15], the Kuhn-Tucker condition is used to find the following solution for the BAC/SE 

channel capacity (See Appendix for the proof): 

 = ∑ �V<0|�X567�	 �V=�|8X8��V=�|8`X��V=�|8JX���V=�|8JX�0��        for	1 = 1,2	                (17) 

where 

                                        � = ���J��`J�``��`J��(��`���J)                                                        (18) 

and 

                                    � = ��``�``��`��`�`J�`J��J��J�
`�``k�`J                                               (19) 

 

Using the closed form solution (16), we will examine the stochastic resonance that arises in the  

(2,3) BSC/SE channels. 

 

3.3 Binary Symmetric Channel with Symmetric Erasure (BSC/SE) 

The BSC/SE is a particular case of the BAE/SE with	��� = ���. Since 3  is a stochastic 

matrix, if 	��� = ���	and 	��� = ���, then	��� = ���. Therefore the transition probability matrix 

of the BSC/SE is given by  

3 = ���� ��� ������ ��� ����                                                          (20) 

 

We recall from (17) that the capacity of the BAC/SE is given by  

 

 = ∑ �V<0|�0X567�	( �V=�|8�X8��V=�|8`X��V=�|8JX���V=�|8JX)�0��         for	1 = 1,2 

 

For example, for 1 = 1 we have the following expression  
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 = 	���567� �``8(�``��`J)��`J + ���567� �J`8(�J`��JJ)��JJ                           (21) 

+���567� ����(��� − ���) + ��� 

 

Using the following equalities ��� = ���		and	��� = ���		, the capacity simplifies to  

  = 	���567� �``8(�``��`J)��`J + ���567� ��`8(��`���J)���J                             (22) 

 

We will determine the value of 		� that maximizes the mutual information of the BSC/SE. From 

(18) and (19) we have  

� = ���J��`J�``��`J��(��`���J)     with     � = ��``�``��`��`�`J�`J��J��J�
`�``k�`J 

 

Using the previous constraints, when applied to the BSC/SE ��� = ��� and ��� = ��� and	��� =���		, we have 

                        � = 1                 and               � = 	 ��J���J�(�``���J) = ��                        (23) 

Therefore (22) becomes 

                                                = 	���567� ��``�``���` + ���567� ��`�``���`                                       (24) 

 

It is interesting to note that the capacity of the BSC/SE is function only of two variables just as in 

the (2, 2) DMC. If we set	��� = �,	��� = �, v = ��� and 	� = ��� then we can re-write both 3 

and  (!, ")	for the particular case of the BSC/SE as follows 

 

3 = �� 1 − � − � �� 1 − � − � ��  

and 

 (�, �) = 	�567� �zz�{ + �567� �{z�{                                                   (25) 

 

 With 1 ≥ �, � ≥ 0 and	� + � ≤ 1. 

Next, we will focus on the binary erasure channel. 
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3.4 Binary Erasure Channel (BEC) 

The BEC, shown in Figure 12, is a particular case of the BSC/SE with the particularity that 	��� = ��� = 0. Replacing 	��� = ��� = 0 in (25) the capacity of the BEC becomes  

 

 = 	���567� ��``�`` = ��� = 1 − ���                                              (26) 

 

which corresponds to the well-known capacity of the binary erasure channel [2]. For	1 = 2 in 

(19), following the same steps, we obtain the same result for  . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5  Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) 

The BSC, depicted in Figure 13, is a particular case of the (2, 2) DMC but can also be 

derived from the BSC/SE when	��� = ��� = 0. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 

1 

��� 

1 − ��� 

1 − ��� 

���

-1 

1 

0 

-1 

X Y 

1 

Figure 13. Binary Symmetric Channel 

 

 

Figure 12. Binary erasure channel with		��� � � � ���        

��� 

��� 

��� 

���

-1 

1 

0 

-1 

X Y 

1 
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Proof: Given that 3 is a stochastic matrix, if ��� � ��� � 0 then		��� � 1 � ���, therefore 

replacing ��� � 1 � ��� in (24), we have  

 

                                             � 	���567�2��� ? �1 � ����567�2�1 � ����                             (27) 

 

 � 567��2�����`` ? 567��2�1 � ��������`` 

 � 567��2����``�1 � �������``�, so  

  � 1 � �����567������ � �1 � ����567��1 � ����� � 1 � ,�����                   (28) 

 

The above relation corresponds to the channel capacity of the BSC.  

In Figure 14, we plot the BSC/SE (25) in function of the noise elements �	and	�. In the same 

Figure, we illustrate the BSC, which occurs when � � 1 � �  and the BEC, which occurs 

when	� � 0. 

 

 

Figure 14. BSC/SE capacity as a function of �., �) 
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In summary, we have derived the mutual information and the channel capacity of the general 

(2,3) DMC. In addition, the solution of the capacity of the BAC/SE is used to establish the 

relationships between the BAC/SE, the BSC/SE, the BSC, and the BEC. We proved that the BSC 

and the BER are all particular cases of the general (2,3) DMC. The results of this chapter are 

summarized in Table.1. 

 

Table 1: Summary of (2,3) DMCs 

Channel 3 Constraints Channel Capacity 

(2,3) 

general 

DMC 

 �� 1 � � � � �v 1 � v � � �� 

  

 

BAC/SE 

 �� 1 � � � � �v 1 � v � � �� 

� > � 1 � � � �� 1 � v� � 

��V<0|�0X567� � �V<0|�/X� ��V<0|��X − �V<0|��X� + �V<0|��X� 	
�

0��  

 

BSC/SE 

 �� 1 − � − � �v 1 − v − � �� 

� > � � = � � = v 
 

 �567� 2�� + � + �567� 2�� + � 

 

 

BSC 

�� 1 − � − � �v 1 − v − � �� 

 ≡ � � 1 − �1 − � � � 

� + � = 1 � = � � = v 
 

 

 1 − ℎ(�) 
 

 

BEC 

 

 �� 1 − � 00 1 − � 0� 

 

 

 � = v = 0 � = � 
 

 

 

a 
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Chapter 4 Partial Ordering of BSC/SE 
 

In this section, we focus on partial ordering in the case of the BSC/SE. The BSC/SE is of 

interest because in [16], it is proven that in presence of additive Gaussian noise (AGN), the 

general (2,3) channel becomes the BSC/SE (2,3). Our partial ordering is based on channel 

convexity and majorization theory [26]. In Section 4.1, we review the partial ordering for the 

particular case of the BSC and BEC. In Section 4.2, we prove three theorems (Theorems 4.2.1, 

4.2.2 and 4.2.3) based on channel convexity and majorization theory. These theorems are used to 

provide a partial ordering for the BSC/SE. 

We recall from (25) that  ��, �) = 	�567� �zz�{ + �567� �{z�{ with 1 ≥ �, � ≥ 0 and, 

	� + � ≤ 1; we will, given the noises resources � and	�, determine the channel with the higher 

capacity without computing (25) or using the Moskowitz approximations [12].  

In Figure 15, we represent the set of BSC/SEs in the Cartesian plane. The capacity 

expression of the BSC/SE is defined over the triangle	��
. The triangle	��
 corresponds to the 

constraints that apply to the noise elements �	and	�, that is, 0 ≤ �, � ≤ 1 and	� + � ≤ 1. Using 

(25), we can easily verify	 (�, �) =  (�, �). Note that along the AC segment (y = x), the 

BSC/SE capacity is null (zero channel capacity). Similar along the OA segment we have the 

BEC and along the AB segment we have the BSC (y = 1 − x). In Figure 15, the points	�(1,0) 

and	
(0,1)) represent the noiseless BSC/SE channel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

y = 1 − x 

y = x 


(��, ��) 

�(��, ��) 
�  


�  

- |12 , 12} 

 (0, �) 
 

�(0,0) �(1,0) 


(0,1)  (1,1) 

 (�. 0) 
Figure 15. Representation of the BSC/SE in a plane 
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4.1 Partial ordering and particular cases 

In [7], a partial ordering for the BSC was proposed. For a BSC with a crossover probability	� 

and a transition matrix	3 � � � 1 � �1 � � � �, when � > ��	 and � is increasing, the capacity is 

increasing with a minimum capacity of 0 bits per transmission (zero channel capacity	� � ��) and 

a maximum of 1 bit per transmission (noiseless channel	� � 1). By symmetry, when � < ��	 and � is decreasing, the capacity of the BSC is also increasing with a minimum capacity of 0 bits per 

transmission (zero channel capacity	� � ��) and a maximum of 1 bit per transmission(noiseless 

channel � � 1). Therefore in order to partially order BSCs, all one needs is to compare the 

crossover probability. For two BSCs with crossover probability 	��  and 	�� , if 	�� > �� > ��	 , 
then	 ���, 1 − ��) >  (��, 1 − ��) , as depicted in Figure 16, similarly, if �� < �� < ��  then  

 (��, 1 − ��) >  (��, 1 − ��). 

 

Figure 16. Partial ordering of Binary Symmetric Channel Capacity 

 

For the BEC with a probability of erasure	1 � � and a transition matrix	3 � �� 1 � � 00 1 � � 0�, 

the capacity of the BEC is an increasing function of 	�	as depicted in Figure 17. Therefore for 

two BECs with probabilities of erasure 1 � �� and	1 � ��, if	�� > ��, then	 ���, 1 − ��) > (��, 1 − ��). 
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Figure 17. Capacity of the Binary Erasure Channel  

 

4.2 Channel convexity and its partial ordering 

Our approach of partial ordering is based on partial derivatives, channel convexity and 

majorization theory. We will focus in the �-� triangle, shown in Figure 15. The partial ordering 

is done under each of the following constraints on the noise elements: �  is constant, �  is 

constant, � ? �  is constant, and 	� � �  is constant. The same result could be applied to the 

channel capacity in the �-
 triangle because of the symmetry of the BSC/SE. We introduce the 

following theorems. 

Theorem4.2.1: For BSC/SEs defined by the transition probability 

matrix 	3/ � |�/ 1 � �/ � �/ �/�/ 1 � �/ � �/ �/} , 	1 � 1,2 , if 	�/  is constant, and �� > �� , then 	 (�/, ��) <
 (�/, ��). Conversely if �/ is constant and �� > ��, then	 (��, �/) >  (��, �/). 
Proof: In order to prove the above theorem we will find the partial derivatives of the channel 

capacity. We have 

  (�, �) � =   � |�567� 2�� + � + �567� 2�� + �} 

= �� + � − �� + � + 567� | 2�� + �} 
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= 567� � �zz�{�. 

Given that we are in the �-� triangle, we have � > � or 2� > � + � which imply that 

¡¢(z,{)¡z > 0, 

 so for any fixed � , the function  (�, �)  is strictly increasing; therefore for � = v6�£Y��Y , 

if	�� > �� then	 (��, �) >  (��, �). Similarly, we have 

¡¢(z,{)¡{ = 567� � �{z�{� < 0, 

therefore for a fixed � the function  (�, �) is strictly decreasing, therefore for	� = v6�£Y��Y, if �� > �� then	 (�, ��) <  (�, ��).  
The above theorem is summarized in Figure 18. For any BSC/SE (�/, �/) included in the 

polygon formed by the intersection of the horizontal and vertical segment from (��, ��) to both 

the y = x  line (for 	� < ��)  or the y = x  line and the y = 1 − x  line (for 	� > �� ),  (�/, �/) < (��, ��). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

- |12 , 12} 

�(1,0) 

(��, ��) 
(��, ��) 

 (1,1) 
(0,1) 

�(0,0) 

(��, 1 − ��) 
 (0, �) 

 (�, 0) 
Figure 18. BSC/SE Partial Ordering with . and � constants 
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From these results, the partial ordering is done as follows; given two BSC/SE transition 

stochastic matrices 3/ � |�/ 1 � �/ � �/ �/�/ 1 � �/ � �/ �/} and	3� � |�� 1 � �� � �� ���� 1 � �� � �� ��}, if �/ < �� 

and �/ > �� then	 ��/, �/) <  (��, ��). 
The next partial ordering theorem is based on channel convexity, directional derivative and 

majorization theory. 

Definition 4.2.1:[27] A function '(��, ��, … , �Q)  is convex if its (� × �)  Hessian matrix 

H(') =
¥
¦§

¡J¨¡8J̀ ⋯ ¡J¨¡8`¡8©⋮ ⋱ ⋮¡J¨¡8©¡8` ⋯ ¡J¨¡8©J ª
«¬  is positive semidefinite; that, is the eigenvalues of the H(') 

matrix are non-negative. 

Theorem 4.2.2: The BSC/SE is a convex function. 

Proof: Based on Def 4.2.1 we will obtain the Hessian matrix of the BSC/SE and compute its 

eigenvalues. We have  

¡J¢(z,{)¡zJ = {zJ�z{                and             
¡J¢(z,{)¡{J = z{J�z{ 

 
¡J¢(z,{)¡z¡{ = ��z�{	            and           

¡J¢(z,{)¡{¡z = ��z�{  

Therefore 

 	H( ) = 	 �®¯`°(�)�
{zJ�z{ − �z�{− �z�{ z{J�z{

�                                              (29) 

and the eigenvalues of H( ) are 

 ± = 0	and	± = zJ�{Jz{(z�{)²³´	(�) ≥ 0                                        (30)                                                  
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Therefore the BSC/SE is a convex function. This motivates using majorization theory for partial 

ordering of (2,3) BSC/SE.  

Definition 4.2.2: [26] A real-value function µ defined on the set of n-dimensional probability 

vectors is said to be Shur convex (Shur Concave) if µ	 is order preserving (inverse order 

preserving) with respect to the partial order	≺. That is if 

.	 ≺ 	· ⟹ µ(.) < µ(�) (.	 ≺ 	·	 ⟹ 	µ(.) > µ(�))                         (31) 

Definition 4.2.3: [27] The directional derivative 	#¹%%&'(x, y) , of a multivariate differentiable 

function '8(�, <) along a given unit vector 	º%%%&	at a given point (x, y) represents the instantaneous 

rate of change of the function moving through (x, y) in the direction of		º%%%&. 
#¹%%&'(x, y) = »� ¡¨(C,¼)¡C + »� ¡¨(C,¼)¡¼                                             (32) 

where º%&(»�, »�) is a unit vector [27].  

We will re-write (25) as 

	 (x, y) = 	x567� �CC�¼+ y567� �¼C�¼                                        (33) 

in the (0, x, y, z) Euclidian 3-space where 1 ≥ x ≥ y ≥ 0 and x + y ≤ 1. We define the region R¿, constituted of the set	(x, y), such that, 1 ≥ x ≥ y ≥ 0 and x + y ≤ 1 

Theorem4.2.3: For BSC/SEs defined by the transition probability 

matrix	3/ = |�/ 1 − �/ − �/ �/�/ 1 − �/ − �/ �/},	1 = 1,2,., if �/ + �/ is constant then the capacity function of 

the BSC/SE is Schur convex. 

Proof: Our proof is based on directional derivative. One can easily prove using vector calculus 

that for any two points	(x�, k − x�) and (x�, k − x�) ∈ yÁ , such that	x�	 > x�, the unit vector of 

the line x + y = k is	º%&(− �√� , �√�). Similarly, if (x� < x�), then the unit vector along the line 
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x + y = k is	º%&′( �√� , − �√�). Therefore the directional derivative of  (x, y)	along	º%%%&	at any given 

point (x, y) is given by 

 #¹%%& (x, y) = �√� 567� �¼C� < 0                                                  (34) 

From (34), we can conclude that the capacity decreases along any line of equation x + y = k in 

the direction of	º%&. In other terms, for any two points (x�, y�) and (x�, y�) such that  x� + y� =x� + y� and x� > x�, that is, if (x�, y�) ≻ (x�, y�), then	 (x�, y�) >  (x�, y�). This proves that, 

if x + y is constant, then the capacity is Shur-convex.  

By defining	Å&( �√� , �√�), as the unit vector of the line	x − y = k , the previous approach could 

be used to prove the following theorem:  

Theorem 4.2.4: For any	(x�, y�), (x�, y�) 	∈ R¿ such that x� − y� = x� − y� if	x� < x�, 

then	 (x�, y�) >  (x�, y�). 
Theorems 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 are summarized in Figure 19, where the capacity decreases in either 

direction of º%& or	Å&. 
 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

(��, ��) 
x 

 (1,1) 

Å&	 º%&	

y 

|�� + ��2 , �� + ��2 }	
|1 + �� − ��2 , 1 − �� + ��2 }	

�(1,0) �(0,0) 
Figure 19. BSC/SE partial ordering and directional derivative 
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The results from Theorem 4.2.1, 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 are represented in Figure 20. These results 

improve the partial ordering previously discussed. For any ��/, �/) includes in the polygon, as 

shown in Figure 20, with vertices Æ(��, ��), ���z`�{`� , ��z`�{`� � , ��� , ��� , (��, ��)Ç ,  (��, b�) ≥ (�/, bÉ). Analytically this translates into  

If 	Ê �/ < ��Ë`�Ì`��/ > ���/ − �/ < �� − ��then  (��, b�) ≥  (�/, bÉ)                               (35) 

	
 

 

   

 

 

 

Example: Consider two BSC/SEs with respective noise matrices � = �0.6 0.1 0.20.2 0.1 0.6� and  


 = �0.5 0.2 0.30.3 0.2 0.5� . Which channel has the highest capacity? 

We have 0.6>0.5 and 0.2<0.3; therefore without computing (27), we have	 (�) >  (
). 
In conclusion, this chapter provides a partial ordering for BSC/SE under several noise 

component constraints � and �, which represents the conditional probability relationships 

between the inputs and the outputs of the channel. We partially order BSC/SE when � or � is 

constant. In addition, we prove that when � + � is constant, the capacity function of the  BSC/SE 

is Schur-convex for which case we use majorization theory to partially order BSC/SE. 

Figure 20. Summary of partial ordering for BSC/SE 

(��, ��) ���, ��) 
x 

 (1,1) 

y 

|1 + �� − ��2 , 1 − �� + ��2 } 

�(1,0) �(0,0) 
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Chapter 5 Stochastic Resonance in BSC/SE 

 

In this chapter, following the work of [17], we examine the effect of additive Gaussian noise, 

Laplace noise, and Cauchy noise on the capacity of the (2,3) BSC/SE derived in (25). We 

assume that noise has a Gaussian, Laplace, and Cauchy distribution, all with zero mean (zero 

location parameter for Cauchy distribution). The physical communication channel is used to 

model the (2,3) DMC and to derive the probability transition matrix components 	�/0 of the (2,3) 

DMC in presence of the Gaussian, Laplace, and Cauchy noise. The SR is observed for the (2,3) 

DMC in presence of Gaussian, Laplace, and Cauchy noise. In Section 5.1, we focus on the 

particular case of the AGN, for which case we use theorems derived in Section 4.2 to determine 

the forbidden interval [20] of the BSC/SE capacity. In Section 5.2, the Pinsker lower and Helgert 

upper capacity bounds are used to evaluate the SR in the BSC/SE. In Section 5.3, the optimum 

threshold value that maximizes the channel capacity of the BSC/ SE is derived. 

 

5.1  Physical communication channel and additive noise  

The physical model is represented in Figure 21, where in the presence of the additive noise	�, 

and the input signal	£, the received signal < is given by 

 < � £ ? �                                           (36) 

 

The input £ takes the binary values of -1 and 1, with the probabilities ��£�� � ��£ ��1�		and	��£�� � ��£ � 1�.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. Physical model of binary-input ternary-output communication channel  

with standard Gaussian noise 

�		 
+ -��ºY	£ � Æ			1�1 

�ºY�ºY	< � Î 		1		0�1   		ÏÐ»£ℎ65�		Y��� 
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The physical communication channel contains a threshold decision block function 	Y��� , 

where � represents the threshold value. Based on the threshold level  � and the noise level, the 

received signal is converted into a discrete random variable < taking on the values of 1, 0, or -1.  

For the ternary output, the threshold function is defined as follows: 

 

                                     Y��� � 				 Î�1																£ ? � < ��0			 � � ≤ £ ? � ≤ �1																£ ? � > �                                        (37) 

 

By using the threshold level, the analytic expression for each of the conditional 

probabilities 	���,			���, ���,			���,		���, ���	  between the binary input and the ternary output in 

presence of additive Gaussian, Laplace, and Cauchy noise will be determined.  

We start by giving a brief review of the pdf and the cdf of the Gaussian, Laplace and Cauchy 

noise. 

 

• Gaussian Noise: The Gaussian noise with mean 		� � 0	  and variance � > 0  has the 

following probability density function and cumulative density distribution, respectively. In 

Figure 22, we plot the pdf and the cdf for Gaussian noise with � � 0	and � � 1. 

 

'��� � �I√�Ñ »� ©JJÒJ                                                       (38) 

	ÓQ��� � GÔ�� ≤ �� � 	 �I√�Ñ Õ »� ÖJJÒJ×�Ø �Y                           (39) 

 

 

Figure 22. pdf and cdf of the Gaussian noise with Ù = � and Ú = � 
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• Laplace noise: Laplace noise with � = 0	  and variance � � 2��  has the following 

probability density function and cumulative density distribution, respectively. In Figure 24, 

we plot the pdf and the cdf for Laplace noise with � � 0	and � � 2. 

 

'��� � ��Û »k|©|		j                                                               (40) 

 

	ÓQ��� � GÔ�� ≤ �� � Ü�� »Ýj																						� < 0
1 �	�� »�Ýj											� ≥ 0	                                      (41) 

 

Figure 23. pdf and cdf of Laplace noise with Ù = � and Ú = � 

 

• Cauchy noise: The Cauchy noise with location parameter �� = 0 and scale parameter � has 

the following probability density function and cumulative density distribution respectively. 

In Figure 24, we plot the pdf and the cdf for Gaussian noise with �� = 0	and �	 � 1 

 '��� � �Ñ ÞQJ�ÞJ                                                        (42) 

 	ÓQ��� � �Ñ arctan �×
Þ� + �

�	                                               (43) 
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        Figure 24. pdf and cdf of Cauchy noise with location parameter â� = � and scale parameter ã = � 

 

The following results are valid for any of the distributions described above.  

Following the physical model depicted in Figure 21, we have  

��� = G(1|1�=G�" � 1|� � 1� � Pr�£ ? � > �	|£ � 1� � 1 � Pr�� < �1 ? �� � 

																																																																			1 � ÓQ��1 ? �)                                                       (44) 

Using a similar approach we have  

Z[\
[]��� � G�0|1� � ÓQ��1 ? �� � ÓQ��1 � ��	��� � G��1|1� � ÓQ��1 � ��																									��� � G�1| � 1� � 1 � ÓQ�1 ? ��																				��� � G�0|�1� � ÓQ�1 ? �� � ÓQ�1 � ��				��� � G��1| � 1� � ÓQ�1 � ��																							

                                                            (45) 

 

Theorem 5.1.1: The (2,3) DMC becomes BSC/SE when the pdf of the additive noise is an even 

function. 

 

Proof: Given that the pdf is an even function, one can easily verify that	Ó���� � 1 � Ó���.  
Then according with (44) and (45) the following relation stands 

 

                                              ��� � ���,  ��� � ���,  ��� � ���                                             (46)   
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Since Óå��� is a strictly continuous and increasing function  1 � � > �1 � � , we obtain that Óå�1 � �� > Óå��1 � �� which corresponds to                                  

��� >		 ���                                                           (47) 

Equations (46) and (47) are the relation constraints of the BSC/SE.  

At this point, we have extended the results of [16] by showing that the (2,3) physical 

communication channel presented in Figure 21, is a BSC/SE channel in the presence of any noise 

that has an even probability distribution function. This further motivates our work to study the 

capacity SR behavior of this channel which was not presented in [19].  

Using (44) and (45), we can re-write the (2,3) DMC matrix as: 

3 � ���� ��� ������ ��� ���� 

� |1 � Óå��1 ? ��	 Óå��1 ? �� � Óå��1 � �� Óå��1 � ��1 � Óå�1 ? �� Óå�1 ? �� � Óå�1 � �� Óå�1 � �� } (48) 

 

By using (25) the capacity of the BSC/SE channel could then be rewritten below in (49) and it is 

plotted in Figure 25 for Gaussian, Laplace and Cauchy noise and a trehshold � � 2. 

											C�X, Y) = Fê(1 − θ)567� | ëì(��θ)
�.íVëì(��θ)�ëì(���θ)X�ëì(���θ)} +  

  

                       Fê(−1 − �)567� | îï(���×)
�.íVîï(���×)�îï(��×)X�îï(��×)}                              (49) 

 

So far, we have shown that the (2,3) DMC in presence of some type of noise exhibit 

stochastic resonance. The range value for the threshold and the noise power in order for the (2,3) 

DMC to exhibit stochastic resonance and maximize the channel capacity is of interest. 
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Figure 25. BAC/SE Capacity C of a threshold system (� = �) with three kinds of noise. 

 

In the next section, in order find the range over which the (2,3) DMC exhibit SR, we will 

focus on the additive Gaussian noise, Pinsker and Helgert capacity bounds. 

 

5.2 Stochastic Resonance and additive Gaussian noise   

We start by re-plotting (49) in Figure 26 as a function of the threshold � and the variance 

�(noise power). Since  (!, ") is a function of � and	�, we will re-write it as follow, 

  �!, ") =  ×(�)                                                       (50) 

 

We observe the phenomenon of SR on capacity over a specific range of 

�	and	noise	power	�. In Figure 27, we plot the capacity of the BSC/SE for different values of 

the threshold �. To be more specific, in Figures 26 and 27, the SR appears only for � > 1. For 

the noise power � ∈ [5,10] and the thhresold level � > 3, the capacity is vanishing to zero. 

Similar results were reported in [4], [5], and [9] for the (2,2) DMC. While these results are in 

concordance with the intuition that increasing the noise power on the channel will decrease the 
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capacity, the opposite, when the noise power decreases the capacity is also decreasing as it will 

be detailed in the next section. 

 

 

Figure 26. Capacity of BAC/SE as a function of �	.õö	Ú 

 

 

Figure 27.Capacity of BSC/SE for θ= {0.5, 0.6, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4} 
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5.2.1 Stochastic Resonance and Forbidden Interval Theorem in the case of the BSC/SE 

In [20], the Forbidden Interval Theorems (FIT) in stochastic resonance are introduced. The 

FIT gives the necessary and the sufficient condition for stochastic resonance to occur. In general, 

the forbidden interval is the region or interval in which there is no stochastic resonance. A 

similar approach is reported in [21], where the Algebraic Information Theory (AIT) was used for 

the (2, 2) DMC to determine the forbidden interval. Given the close relation between partial 

ordering and the AIT, we will follow the steps of [21] to confirm our previous observation for 

the forbidden interval in the case of the BSC/SE.  

 

Definition 5.2.1 [21] A threshold system exhibits stochastic resonance (as a function of �) if and 

only if  there exists 0 < �� and 0 < �� such that �� < �� and  ×(��) <  ×(��) 

 

Theorem 5.2.1: The BSC/SE exhibits stochastic resonance if and only if the treshold � ∉ [0,1]. 
 

Proof: We follow closely the proof used in [21] for the case of (2, 2) DMC. We will write the cdf 

of the Gaussian distribution with zero mean (ÓQ(�) = 	 �I√�ÑÕ »� ÖJJÒJ×�Ø �Y ) as the cdf of the 

standard normal cdf (Φ��� � �√�ÑÕ »�ÖJJ×�Ø ). By a change of variables we obtain 	ÓQ��� � Φ�ùú� 

 

• For � ∈ [0	1�  as �  increases, since 1 � � < 0  we have � � Φ���×I �  decreases and 

� � 1 � Φ���×I � increases. When � decreases and � increases, Theorem 4.2.1 tells us the 

capacity decreases. Therefore for � ∈ [0	1� , as �  increases, the capacity decreases; 

therefore it does not exhibit stochastic resonance.  

 

• For � � 1 , as �  increases � � Φ���×I � � 0.5 and � � 1 � Φ��I�  increases. When �  is 

constant and � increases, Theorem 4.2.1 tells us the capacity decreases. Therefore for � � 1, as �  increases, the capacity decreases; therefore it does not exhibit stochastic 

resonance. 
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• For � > 1	 , as  � ⟶ 0� , � ⟶ 0 , � ⟶ 0  therefore  ��, �) ⟶ 0  . When � ⟶ ∞ ,   

� ⟶ �
�  � ⟶ �

�  therefore  (�, �) ⟶ 0 . Since there exist � > 0 such that � ≠ � meaning 

that  (�, �) ≠ 0, we can conclude that the capacity increases for some inteval of �.  

 

5.2 Stochastic Resonance and capacity bounds for (�, õ) DMC 

Due to the non-existence of a closed form expression for a (2, n) channel capacity in general 

and, the non-linear expression of the (2,3) channel capacity in particular, we will use the bounds 

(upper and lower) developed in [12] for the particular case of the (2,3) DMC in order to examine 

the phenomenon of stochastic resonance.  

In [12],[13] it has been proven that any (2, n) DMC with 2 inputs and n outputs with the 

transition matrix  3 = � ��,� 	… �Q��,� �Q,���,� 		… �Q��,� �Q,�� , where �Q,� = 	1 � ��,� − ⋯ − �Q��,�  and 

�Q,� = 	1 � ��,� − ⋯ �Q��,� , can be approximated by: a lower bound  called the Pinsker bound, 

that we denote by 		L, and upper bound, the Helgert bound, that we denote U. The Pinsker and 

Helgert bounds are defined as follows: L ≤  	 ≤ U 

where  

L � 18 ln�2� �O� |�/,� − �/,�|
Q��

/��
U + |�Q,� − �Q,�|�

�
 

 

U= 	max O��/,�
Q��

/��
	 ; 	� �/,�

Q��

/��
U − 	O�min	(�/,�

Q��

/��
	 ; �/,�)U 

 

For a (2,3) DMC, the above expressions are reduced to 

 

�
� ²�(�) [|��� − ���| + |��� − ���| + |��� − ���|]� ≤ 	max(��� + ���; ��� + ���) −

min(���; ���) − min(���; ���)                                     (51) 

 

We have shown previously that using the threshold model given in Figure 21 and modeling noise 

as a standard Gaussian distribution we have the following equality:  
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��� = ���,  ��� = ��� ,   ��� = ���,					��� = ���,			��� ≥		 ���, and ��� ≥ ��� 

 

Using these relations and (51) we have 

 

	 �
� ²�(�) (��� − ���	)� ≤  ≤ ��� − ���                                                 (52) 

 

Using (44) and (45) we have  

 

�
� ²�(�) (Óå(1 − �) − Óå(−1 − �)	)� ≤  ≤ Óå(1 − �) − Óå(−1 − �)                            (53) 

 

Finally, we have  

L = 	 �
� ²�(�) (Óå(1 − �) − Óå(−1 − �)	)� = '(�, �)                                   (54) 

 

U = 	 Óå(1 − �) − Óå(−1 − �) = 7(�, �)	                                      (55) 

 

The Pinsker lower capacity bound L  and the Helgert upper capacity bound U  are plotted in 

Figure 28 and 29, respectively. In Figure 30, the lower and the upper capacity bounds along with 

the capacity of the BSC/SE are plotted for different values of the threshold	�. We noted that, just 

as mentioned in [9], the bounds capture the increasing/decreasing behavior of the capacity and 

exhibit stochastic resonance for the threshold level	� > 1.  

Following similar work done in [21], we will use the bounds to find the optimum noise given 

a threshold that will maximize the channel capacity. The above lower and upper bounds are 

given by:  

 

L = 	 �
� ²�(�) VÓå(1 − �) − Óå(−1 − �)X�

 and	U = 	Óå(1 − �) − Óå(−1 − �). 
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Figure 28. (2,3) DMC and Pinsker capacity Bound 

 

Figure 29. (2,3) DMC and Helgert capacity Bound 
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Figure 30. Capacity(C), Pinsker (L) and Helgert (U) bounds for different values of θ 

 

5.3 Optimal values for threshold and noise levels 

The optimal values of correlated noise and threshold level are of great interest. As in [21], 

our goal is to find the critical points of the capacity bounds. In order to find the critical points, we 

derive the partial derivatives 	 �
�I L(�, �)	 and		 �

�IU(�, �)	of the lower and upper bounds, and find 

the solution to the equations 	 ��σ L(�, �)	 = 0 and  
�
�IU(�, �) = 0	, respectively. 

The partial derivative of the bounds with respect to �  will have the same critical points 

because: 

��� L(�, �) = 1ln(2) (Óå(1 − �) − Óå(−1 − �)	)′VÓå(1 − �) − Óå(−1 − �)X
= 1ln(2) 	 ��� U(�, �)VÓå(1 − �) − Óå(−1 − �)X 

Thus, solving 

	 ��� L(�, �) = 0		
is equivalent to 

	 ��� U(�, �) = 0 
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which implies that they both have the same critical points. Therefore, we only focus 

on	 �
	�IU(�, �) = Óå(1 − �) − Óå(−1 − �).  

We have 

 

���U(�, �) = ��� (Óå(1 − �) − Óå(−1 − �)	) = 

 

= 		 ��� 1
�√2	
 »� �J

�IJ��×
���× �Y = 	 −1

��√2	 [(1 − �)»�(��I)J
�IJ − (—1 − �)»�(���I)J

�IJ ] 
 

Solving for	�, ��I U(�, �) = 0, we obtain  

  

ln |−1 + �1 + � } = −4�2��  

For � > 1 and	� > 0, we finally have: 

                                                                 � = � �×
²�	� `�Ýk`�Ý�		                                          (57) 

 

The above relation gives us the optimum power noise � as a function of θ. In Figure 31, we plot 

(57),	� = '(�), in blue and its inverse, '��(�), in red. The plots depicted in Figure 31 provide 

theoretically two opportunities to improve the channel capacity, either by adding or reducing 

noise depending on the threshold or by simply adjusting the threshold depending on the noise 

level. It is important to mention that from the plot of Figure 31, we see that as �	increases,	� →
� .That is because 	lim×→∞ � − � = 0 , which means that � = �  is an oblique asymptote to 

� = '(�) and � = '��(�)  
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Figure 31. Optimal noise power and threshold for stochastic resonance, with a scalable factor 

 

In this chapter, we have evaluated the SR phenomenon in the BSC/SE in presence of additive 

Gaussian, Laplace and Cauchy noise. In the particular case of the Gaussian noise, the forbidden 

interval is determined. Due to the non-linearity and the complexity of the analytical expression 

of the channel capacity, we use Pinsker lower and Helgert upper capacity bounds to also evaluate 

SR in BSC/SE, for which the optimal noise power in function of the threshold value is obtained. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and future work 

 

In this thesis, we have introduced a partial ordering for the BSC/SE which is a particular case 

of the BAC/SE and (2,3) DMC. We analyzed the general (2,3) DMC and established the 

relations between the BAC/SE, BSC/SE, BSC and the BEC. We demonstrated that in presence of 

the noise with even probability distribution function the general (2,3) DMC becomes the 

BSC/SE. Our partial ordering is based on channel convexity, majorization theory and directional 

derivative. We are able to give a partial ordering for the BSC/SE under specific conditional 

probability between channel input and channel outputs constraints. 

In addition, we studied the threshold based stochastic resonance behavior of binary-input 

ternary-output DMC. The physical communication channel model is used to analyze the channel 

capacity behavior of the BSC/SE in the context of the stochastic resonance phenomenon. In 

presence of Gaussian noise, Laplace noise and Cauchy noise, the BSC/SE exhibit SR. For the 

particular case of the Gaussian noise, the results of the partial ordering are used to identify the 

forbidden interval. Due to the complexity and the non-linearity of the general (2, n) DMC 

capacity, the Pinsker lower and Helgert upper capacity bounds are used to analyze SR for the 

(2,3) DMC. Similar to the BSC/SE capacity, the capacity bounds exhibit SR. Based on these 

bounds, we analytically derived the optimum noise power level depending on the threshold level 

that will maximize the (2,3) DMC capacity. 

 The results of this thesis clearly indicate how one could compare channel capacity under the 

condition that applied without using the analytical relation of the capacity or the capacity 

bounds. They also demonstrate how one could improve the capacity of the binary threshold 

communication channel by changing the noise power or the threshold level.  

In this thesis, the focus was on the Gaussian noise, Laplace noise and Cauchy noise, all with 

zero mean � = 0	(�� = 0	for Cauchy noise). In future research we will extend these results to 

noise distribution with different mean values (different location parameters). In addition we will 

use more practical underwater noise models to study the SR phenomenon in the (2,3) DMC. 
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Appendix 

 

Derivation of the Channel Capacity of the Binary Asymmetry Channel with Symmetry Erasure 

In this section, we use the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to derive the analytical solution for the 

capacity achieving input probability distribution for Binary Asymmetric Channel with 

Symmetric Erasure (BAC/SE). 

We recall from Chapter 2 that the channel capacity of the (2,3) DMC is characterized by a 

binary input random variable ! = {��, ��}, a ternary output random variable " = {<�, <�, <�} and 

a (2 × 3) channel transition probability matrix 3 defined by 3 = ���� ��� ������ ��� ����. The entries 

of this matrix are the	�/0 = �(<0|�/) which represent the probability or receiving the symbol <0 

given that the symbol �/ was sent. We have shown in (15) that the capacity of the (2,3) DMC is 

defined by  

 = max8 	∑ ∑ �(�/)�0���/�� �V<0|�/X567� �(=�|8�)
∑ �(8�)�(=�|8�)J��`                          (A.1) 

where �(��) = 1 − �(��) = � 

 

The BAC/SE is a particular case of the (2,3) DMC with ��� = ��� 

 

Theorem A.1: [15] An input distribution given by {�(��), �(��)} achieves capacity if and 

only if there exists a constant   such that  

 

∑ �0,/567� ��,�∑ �(8�)��,�J��`
�0�� =  	,∀1	with 	�(�/) > 0                      (A.2) 

 

∑ �0,/567� ��,�∑ �(8�)��,�J��`
�0�� ≤  	,∀1	with 	�(�/) = 0                     (A.3) 

 

For	1 = 1, we can rewrite (A.2) as follow 

 

 

 = ���567� ����(��)��� + �(��)��� + ���567� ����(��)��� + �(��)���				 
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+���567� ��`�(8`)��`��(8J)��J                                          (A.4) 

 

For 1 = 2, (A.2) becomes  

 

 = ���567� ����(��)��� + �(��)��� + ���567� ����(��)��� + �(��)���				 
+���567� ��J�(8`)��`��(8J)��J                                             (A.5) 

 

Since	��� = ���, by equaling (A.4) to (A.5), we obtain  

 

����``�����`[�(��� − ���) + ���]�``[�(��� − ���) + ���]��` 

= �`J�`J��J��J
[8(�``��`J)��`J]�`J[8(��`���J)���J]��J      (A.6) 

For simplicity, we define  

 

N = �(��� − ���) + ���, � = 	�(��� − ���) + ��� and Y = �`J�`J��J��J
�``�``��`��` 

 

Replacing N, � and Y in (A.6), we obtain  

 

N�`J��``���J���` = Y                                                  (A.7) 

 

Given that 3 is a stochastic matrix, we have, 

 

 ��� + ��� + ��� = 	 ��� + ��� + ��� = 1                                 (A.8) 

 

Since ��� = ���,from (A.8), we have  

��� − ��� = ��� − ���,                                                  (A.9) 

 

Combining (A.9) and (A.7), we finally obtain  
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Q
T = Y `�``k�`J                                                           (A.10) 

 

Replacing N, � and Y by their relations in (A.10), we obtain,  

 

8(��`���J)���J8(�``��`J)��`J = ��`J�`J��J��J
�``�``��`��`� `�``k�`J                                   (A.11) 

 

Solving (A.11) for	�, we obtain  

 

� = �`J���J|�``�``��`��`�`J�`J��J��J}
`�``k�`J

(�`J��``)�(��J���`)|�``�``��`��`
�`J�`J��J��J}

`�``k�`J
                              (A.12) 

 

The relation (A.12) represents the input probability distribution that achieves the capacity. With 

� found, one obtain the analytical solution of the BAC/SE by replacing (A.12) in to (A.1). 

 

  




